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ABSTRACT 
Machine learning can help expedite the drug improvement method, offer perception into which modern 

antivirals would possibly provide benefits, forecast infection charges, and help display screen sufferers faster. 

Additionally, although now not presently researched, I think there are numerous other appropriate application 
regions. That said there are many barriers associated with lack of limited education information, the ability to 

combine complicated systems into DL models, and, possibly most importantly, get entry to  the to be had 

records. To ensure the wide variety of cases doesn’t boom and the curve flattens, anybody's working towards 

social distancing and adopting hygienic practices (which include sporting mask and the use of hand sanitisers). 

Most agencies have personnel working from home, so at this factor, we're hoping that maximum of society is 

dwelling indoors and keeping themselves blanketed. It is vital to the survival of millions that we make certain 

that we guidance social distancing until a vaccine is released, and history dictates that it may be a yr to 18 

months away. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The world is currently dealing with the primary pandemic disorder of this century with Coronavirus. 

Even with governments locking down countries, the number of inflamed patients continues to rise. For any 

system gaining knowledge of trouble, desirable fine labeled facts is key. Currently, Covid-19 lung scan datasets 

are confined. But the first-class series is located at the Github venture COVID-19 open-source dataset. It 

includes scraped COVID-19 images from publicly available research, in addition to lung images with exclusive 

pneumonia-causing sicknesses which includes SARS, Streptococcus, and Pneumocystis. For our detection 
reason, we filtered out Covid-19 X-ray scans with the Posteroanterior view of lungs. To create a balanced 

dataset, we delivered X-ray scans of wholesome people from the Kaggle dataset Kaggle’s Chest X-Ray Images 

(Pneumonia) dataset. [2] 

 

II. DETECTING COVID-19 WITH MACHINE LEARNING 
              After analyzing dataset, we were left with 138 overall images, similarly cut up with 69 pix of COVID-

19 superb X-rays and 69 photographs of healthful patient X-rays. The left image proven below is an instance of 

a patient with nice Covid-19 while the only on the right is a wholesome man or woman. 
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Since the number of images is limited, we decided to upscale the number of images using some of the image 

pre-processing techniques such as flipping and kernel sharpening. 

After upscaling we split the number of images for detection as follows: 

 Training – 432 images 

 Validation – 48 samples 

 Testing- 36 images 

 

MODELING APPROACH FOR TEST DATA 

We used two approaches to create models for Covid-19 detection. The first approach is creating a Convolution 

Neural network using Keras, TensorFlow, and deep learning. The second approach is making use of AutoML in 

the Google Cloud Platform. 

 

Approach 1 

For the first model, we created a CNN with several convolution layers as follows. 

{Model= sequential() 

model.add(Convd2D(32,kernel_size=(3,3),activation=’relu’,input_shape=(25,28,1))) 

Model.add(Convd2D(64,(3,3)0,activation=’relu’,)) 

Model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2,2))  

Model.add(Dropout(0.25)) 
Model.add(Dense(128,activation=’relu’)) 

Model.add(Dropout(0.5)) 

Model.add(Dense(2,activation=’softmax’))} 

 

The model was compiled with Adam optimizer and was fit using 25 epochs. At the end of the training, we were 

able to obtain the following results: 

Training loss: 0.0238 

Training acc: 0.9907 

Validation loss: 0.0598 

Validation accuracy: 0.9792 
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We tested on 36 unseen images and a precision rate of 96 percent was achieved. 

 Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

Normal 0.930 1.00 0.95 14 

Covid 1.00 0.91 0.96 14 

Avg/Total 0.96 0.97 0.97 27 

 

Approach 2 

For the AutoML approach, we uploaded the COVID-19 and normal images to a Google Cloud Storage (GCS) 

bucket trained using AutoML Vision. 

 

 
We were able to achieve a precision rate of 0.989 

Average Precision 0.989  

Precision 97.22% Recall  97.22% 

Using a score threshold of 0.5 

 

For testing on unseen images, we were able to get all detections correct except 1 out of 36 scans. The confusion 

matrix is seen as below: 
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III. FIGHT ON PANDEMIC USING MACHINE LEARNING: 
The Covid 19 Virus is a very serious threat that has affected the entire world. Machine Learning helps us to fight 
against virus in many ways.  

• Used to identify the person who is affected extreme at chance, 

• Find out the sufferers from the public, 

• Develop Vaccines and tablets faster, 

• Find out the present drugs that could assist in prevention 

• Can also Predict the spread of the sickness, 

• Cognize and recognize viruses better, 

• Able to Map where viruses come from,  

• Can able to foresee the next pandemic. 

Let’s promote the research to fight this pandemic – and prepare ourselves better for the next one. 

 

3.1. Helps to Identify who is most at risk from COVID-19 
Machine learning has demonstrated to be vital in predicting risks in many scopes. 

With medical risk specifically, machine learning is possibly interesting in three important ways. 

• Infection danger: What is the threat of a selected individual or institution getting COVID-19? 

• Severity risk: What is the danger of a specific person or group developing extreme COVID-19 signs 

and symptoms or complications that would require hospitalization or intensive care? 

• Outcome threat: What is the risk that a specific remedy may be useless for a sure person or 

organization, and the way probable are they to die? 

Machine learning can probably help expect all three risks. Although it’s nevertheless too early for a whole lot 

COVID-19-precise gadget studying studies to have been carried out and posted, early experiments are 

promising. Furthermore, we are able to study how system getting to know is utilized in associated regions and 

believe how it could assist with threat prediction for COVID-19. 
 

3.1.1 Predicting the danger of contamination 

Early records display that important chance elements that determine how probably an character is to agreement 

COVID-19 encompass:  

• Age, 

• Pre-current conditions, 

• General hygiene habits, 

• Social habits, 

• Number of human interactions, 

• Frequency of interactions, 

• Location and climate, 
• Socio-economic status. 

Risk studies for the contemporary pandemic remains in the early tiers. For example, DeCapprio et al. Have used 

gadget getting to know to build an preliminary Vulnerability Index for COVID-19. Prevention measures 

inclusive of sporting mask, washing palms, and social distancing are all in all likelihood to steer basic chance as 

well. As extra and higher records will become available and presently ongoing research produce consequences, 

we will in all likelihood see greater sensible applications of gadget learning for predicting contamination hazard. 

 

3.1.2 Predicting who is at risk of growing a extreme case 

Once someone or organization has grow to be infected, we want to are expecting the chance of that 

person or organization growing headaches or requiring superior hospital therapy. Many humans enjoy simplest 

mild symptoms, even as others expand intense lung disease or acute breathing distress syndrome (ARDS), that 
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is potentially lethal. It’s now not possible to treat and carefully display everybody with mild signs and 

symptoms, however it’s far better to start treatment early if more extreme signs are probably to expand. 

In the Computers, Materials and Continua magazine, researchers posted a piece of writing displaying that gadget 
mastering may want to doubtlessly are expecting the likelihood of a patient growing ARDS in addition to the 

danger of mortality, just by means of looking at the preliminary signs. The researchers well known the 

constraints of this research: 

“A clean trouble of this have a look at is the size of the dataset; 53 sufferers with a few incomplete 

facts in addition to a restrained spectrum of severity.” 

But the have a look at lays critical groundwork for making use of system learning over again records will 

become available.  

 

3.1.3Three Predicting treatment effects 

An extension of severity prediction is predicting the remedy’s outcome, that's often actually a count 

number of predicting life and death. Clearly, it would be beneficial to recognize how probably a patient is to 
survive, given positive signs and symptoms. But on pinnacle of this, it’s vital to understand that no longer all 

sufferers are treated within the equal manner. Given a selected affected person or institution, how effective is a 

specific remedy probably to be?  

If we will are expecting the results of particular treatment techniques, then medical doctors can deal 

with patients more efficaciously. Using machine learning to customise remedy plans isn't precise to COVID-19, 

and machine learning has formerly been used to are expecting remedy results for patients with epilepsy, as just 

one instance. Researchers have extensively utilized device mastering to predict responses to most cancers 

immunotherapy.  

Because treatment options for COVID-19 are nevertheless evolving, it'll probable be some time earlier 

than we see machine learning applied to predicting results for precise remedies. But outcome prediction remains 

an crucial part of chance evaluation, operating hand-in-hand with the contamination and severity predictions we 

mentioned above. 
 

3.2. Screening sufferers and diagnosing COVID-19  

 

When a new pandemic hits, diagnosing individuals is hard. Testing on a big scale is hard and assessments are 

probable to be highly-priced, mainly in the starting. Anyone who has any symptoms of COVID-19 is likely to 

be very concerned that they've gotten smaller the ailment, even supposing the identical signs and symptoms are 

indicative of many different, potentially milder illnesses too. 

Instead of taking clinical samples from each patient and anticipating slow, pricey lab reviews to come returned, 

a easier, faster, and cheaper test (despite the fact that it’s much less accurate) might be useful in collecting 

records on a larger scale. This records may be used for in addition research, in addition to for screening and 

triaging sufferers.  
When it comes to using machine getting to know to help diagnose COVID-19, promising research areas include: 

• Using face scans to perceive symptoms, consisting of whether or now not the affected person has a 

fever, 

• Using wearable era along with clever watches to look for inform-story patterns in a patient’s resting 

coronary heart charge, 

• Using system gaining knowledge of-powered chatbots to display screen sufferers primarily based on 

self-mentioned symptoms. 

 

3.2.1 Screening sufferers the usage of face scans 

Although there are few particular information available, a sanatorium in Florida became one of the first 

to draw attention for the usage of system getting to know to help reply to COVID-19. Upon getting into the 

hospital, patients are given an automatic face test, which makes use of device getting to know to come across 
whether or now not they have a fever. 

On its very own, this information might be now not extremely beneficial, however when handling 

hundreds or maybe hundreds of patients, every piece of information is important in supporting triage them 

efficaciously. 

 

3.2.2 Using wearable era to display for resting coronary heart fee 

Apple made headlines when they used their Apple Watch to discover not unusual coronary heart 

troubles with the help of gadget mastering. But patterns in resting heart rate may be indicative of more unique 

troubles too, and some preliminary research the usage of Fitbit information indicates that adjustments in resting 
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coronary heart charge can assist pick out “ILI” or “influenza-like illness” patients. Obviously, this is a long way 

from diagnosing COVID-19 specially, but the studies continues to be younger.  

Similarly, studies from OURA, a snooze and hobby tracking ring, makes use of frame temperature, coronary 
heart charge, and respiration price to attempt to “become aware of styles of onset, progression, and healing for 

COVID-19.” 

Both research are nevertheless in development, so no results are to be had yet. 

 

3.2.3 Using chatbots for screening and analysis   

If docs spend too much time answering concerned sufferers’ primary questions, they've much less time 

to focus on treating sufferers who want them more. Many nations have therefore evolved “self-triage” systems, 

in which sufferers complete a questionnaire approximately their symptoms and medical history earlier than 

being recommended whether or not to live domestic, call a physician, or go to a health facility. 

Many organizations, which include Microsoft, have launched chatbots that help people self-become aware of 

their fine direction of motion, given their precise signs and symptoms. 
Machine learning can help us prioritize drug candidates an awful lot faster with the aid of mechanically: 

• Building expertise graphs and  

• Predicting interactions between pills and viral proteins. 

 
3.3. Predicting drug-target interactions 

Scientists also are using gadget gaining knowledge of to identify drug applicants through predicting drug-target 

interactions (DTIs) among the virus’s proteins and current tablets.  
These interactions are fairly complex, so researchers normally choose neural networks to become aware of them 

(1, 2, three). These networks are trained on big DTI databases to generate lists of specific drug candidates which 

might be maximum possibly to bind to and inhibit the virus’s proteins. 

Notably, one research group has evolved an give up-to-quit framework for the use of neural networks to 

procedure knowledge graphs, consisting of the one used to discover Baricitinib. The model is then trained to 

interpret the information graph and may be used to correctly expect DTIs. 

Using this graph-topology studying model, researchers have already discovered a promising drug candidate, 

which is currently in medical trial. 

 

3.4. Predicting the unfold of infectious ailment the usage of social networks 

In the center of a virus, while we’re looking to expand techniques to actively work against it, we first 
need to recognise where we're. We want to answer questions like “How many humans are infected?” and 

“Where are those human beings?” Unfortunately pandemics – specifically those due to viruses – are hard and 

luxurious to preserve music of. 
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Usually the government answers these questions, collectively with the health device. For instance, each 

day (or week) the accountable organization counts and proclaims the range of recent sufferers identified with the 

sickness. But one of the troubles right here is that there is probably a huge hole (in time and space) among 
contracting the ailment, developing the primary signs and symptoms, and trying out fine. 

Luckily, we live in a digital world. A farmer who's starting to expand signs and symptoms may stay in 

a small city and not using a close by hospitals capable of appearing the take a look at. But this equal farmer 

might nonetheless be capable of access social networks and right now leave hints approximately his fitness and 

the unfold of the ailment – hints that simplest a gadget getting to know model can discover  

 

 
 

By decoding the content material of public interactions on social media, a device mastering version assesses the 

chance of novel virus contamination. The model might not be able to classify humans on an man or woman 

degree, but it could use all of this information to estimate the spread of the pandemic in real time and to forecast 

the unfold in the approaching weeks. 
The price of this records in decision-making techniques within the midst of a swiftly evolving pandemic can't be 

overstated. 

 

3.5. Understanding viruses via proteins 

To understand a virus consisting of COVID-19 is to apprehend its proteins – whether and the way we 

get ill relies upon completely on how these proteins interact with our our bodies. But decoding them is no easy 

task. 

The following use cases provide examples of ways system getting to know can help improve our 

expertise of viruses with the aid of reading their proteins. 

 

3.5.1 Predicting viral-host protein-protein interactions: 
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) between viruses and human body cells decide our frame's reactions 

to pathogens. The virus-host interactome is the whole map of interactions among an epidemic’s and a number’s 

proteins. This interactome may be visible as a blueprint of the way the virus infects our our bodies and replicates 

in our cells. 

Many research corporations are operating on reducing the big variety of possible interactions. Machine 

mastering models trained with protein statistics were effectively used to are expecting the maximum probably 

virus-host PPIs for HIV and H1N1 – significantly decreasing the attempt required to map the complete virus-

host interactome.  

Understanding how a pandemic interacts with our our bodies is extraordinarily vital in the 

improvement of recent treatments and the invention of recent capsules. 
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3.5.2 Predicting protein folding 

 

Unfolded v.S. Folded Protein 
 

We recognise that a protein’s shape is connected to its characteristic – and as soon as this structure is known, we 

are able to wager its role inside the cellular, and scientists can increase pills that work with the protein’s specific 

form.  

But defining a protein’s 3D structure isn't any smooth challenge – the range of feasible systems for a unmarried 

protein is astronomical: a protein composed of 100 amino acids has 3100 viable conformations. 

And there are over one billion recognised protein sequences, however we've got most effective been able to 

discover the structures of less than zero.1% of them.  

Using synthetic neural networks, research groups have efficiently constructed models that may are expecting 

protein systems, in the end making it feasible to pick out protein structures the usage of computational 

techniques. 
 

3.6. Figuring out a way to attack the virus 

Epitopes are clusters of amino acids discovered at the out of doors of a plague. Antibodies bind to epitopes, 

which is how our immune device acknowledges and gets rid of the virus. So locating and classifying epitopes is 

essential in determining which a part of a molecule to target whilst we broaden vaccines. 

Compared to traditional vaccines, which include inactivated pathogens, epitope-primarily based vaccines are 

safer – they prevent disorder with out the risk of doubtlessly lethal aspect results.  

Locating the ideal epitope can be a time-consuming, pricey system. With a new pandemic, together with 

COVID-19, locating epitopes quicker hastens the method of growing effective vaccines. 

This is where system mastering can help. Support vector machines (SVM), hidden Markov Models, and 

artificial neural networks (specially deep learning) have all demonstrated to be quicker and more accurate  
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3.7. Identifying hosts in the natural world 

A zoonotic pandemic – just like the one we are experiencing with the radical coronavirus – is a virus as 

a result of an infectious sickness that originates in a extraordinary species (together with bats) and spreads to 
human beings. Viruses inclusive of Ebola, HIV, or COVID-19 can live to tell the tale overlooked inside the 

herbal world for a long time, awaiting the subsequent mutation and the subsequent opportunity to contaminate 

us. They conceal in animals – referred to as reservoir hosts – that are unaffected via the illness.  

Knowing who these reservoir hosts are is vital in fighting an epidemic – as soon as we’ve discovered them, we 

can expand techniques to control the spread of the ailment and prevent extra outbreaks from going on.

 
The classical technique to locating reservoir hosts can take years of studies, and there are still many 

orphan viruses that haven’t been matched to an animal host. Improvements in big advances in technology, 

Whole-Genome Sequencing (WGS, the technique of determining an organism’s whole DNA sequence) has turn 

out to be reasonably-priced and fast. Research has proven that gadget getting to know models can use genome 

sequencing records collectively with expert knowledge to pinpoint the species that maximum probably acted as 

hosts for the ailment.  
By looking at a small subset of species, we are able to dramatically accelerate the procedure of finding those 

pathogens within the wild. 

 

3.8. Predicting the risk of new pandemics 

Accurately predicting whether a stress of influenza is going to make a zoonotic leap (leaping from one species 

to some other) can assist docs and medical experts anticipate potential pandemics and put together accordingly.  

 

IV. WAYS TO USE AI/ML TO HELP MITIGATE THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK: 
1. Vaccine identification using machine learning 
2. Chatbots for COVID-19 diagnosis 

3. Predicting virus spread using ML and location data 

4. Hygiene enforcement using computer vision and thermal sensors 

5. AI systems in hospitals 

 

V. CONCLUSION: 
The Machine learning techniques in healthcare segment has been benefited substantially from 

technological advances. These days, gadget mastering (a subset of synthetic intelligence) plays a key function in 

lots of health-associated geographical regions, consisting of the development of latest clinical methods, the 
coping with of affected person data and facts and the remedy of persistent sicknesses. In precis, there are many 

potentially impactful packages of gadget getting to know to fighting the Covid-19, but, maximum are still of 

their early tiers. [4]Moreover, a lack of statistics sharing continues to inhibit universal development in an 

expansion of scientific research problems. However, I accept as true with that making use of things like meta-

mastering, domain edition, and reinforcement getting to know, while loosening regulations to healthcare 

records, can allow ML to play an important function in containing/responding to each Coronavirus and future 

pandemics. In the period in-between stay secure everyone.  
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